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C. Degrande

Current status of Atlas/CMS EFT 
interpretations

Current status of ATLAS/CMS EFT 
interpretations● Many, many un(cor)related constraints

○ Can be compared (see right)
○ Can (often) NOT be combined (missing information)
○ Valid only for specific scenarios

● For an EFT or generic BSM (re)interpretation, 
most current limits are NOT ideal
○ Though can be converted in a few cases

● Difficult to “interface” with theorists
○ Can suggest new EFT bases / models / new operators

but difficult to gauge impact if not tested by experiments
(and those might not test it because there is no proof 
that this might be interesting)

• Many un(cor)related 
contraints


• can be compared


• Can often NOT be 
combined (missing 
information)


• Valid only for specific 
scenarios
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1.3 New interactions in vector boson scattering and tri-boson processes 33

1.3.1.1 Dimension-six operators for electroweak vector boson pair and triple production and

scattering

If baryon and lepton numbers are conserved, only operators with even dimension can appear in the EFT.
Consequently, the largest new physics contribution is expected from dimension-six operators. Three CP
conserving dimension-six operators,

OWWW = Tr[Wµ⌫W
⌫⇢Wµ

⇢
]

OW = (Dµ�)
†Wµ⌫(D⌫�)

OB = (Dµ�)
†Bµ⌫(D⌫�),

(1.18)

and two CP violating dimension-six operators,

O
W̃WW

= Tr[W̃µ⌫W
⌫⇢Wµ

⇢
]

O
W̃

= (Dµ�)
†W̃µ⌫(D⌫�),

(1.19)

a↵ect the triple and quartic gauge couplings. Here � denotes the Higgs doublet field. The covariant derivative
for such a field with hypercharge Y = 1/2 is given by

Dµ ⌘ @µ + i
g0

2
Bµ + igW i

µ

⌧ i

2
(1.20)

where ⌧ i, i = 1, 2, 3 are the SU(2)I generators with Tr[⌧ i⌧ j ] = 2�ij . The field strength tensors of the SU(2)I
(W i

µ
) and U(1)Y (Bµ) gauge fields read
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W k
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(1.21)

As in the SM, trilinear gauge couplings (TGCs) and quartic gauge couplings (QGCs) induced by dimension-
six operators are completely related by the requirement to guarantee gauge invariance. In addition, three
CP-conserving operators

O�d = @µ
�
�†�

�
@µ

�
�†�

�
(1.22)

O�W =
�
�†�

�
Tr[Wµ⌫Wµ⌫ ] (1.23)

O�B =
�
�†�

�
Bµ⌫Bµ⌫ (1.24)

and two CP-violating dimension-six operators

O
W̃W

= �†W̃µ⌫W
µ⌫�

O
B̃B

= �†B̃µ⌫B
µ⌫�

(1.25)

modify the coupling of the Higgs boson to the weak gauge bosons and therefore the four-gauge-boson
amplitudes. The list of vertices relevant to three- and four-gauge-boson amplitudes of each operator is
displayed in Table 1-15. We have neglected the operators a↵ecting the couplings of the bosons to fermions
as they can be measured in other processes such as Z boson decay. This is a minimal set of independent
dimension-six operators relevant to amplitudes involving vertices of three and four electroweak gauge bosons.
Additional dimension-six operators invariant under SM symmetries can be constructed but they can be shown
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ZWW AWW HWW HZZ HZA HAA WWWW ZZWW ZAWW AAWW

OWWW X X X X X X

OW X X X X X X X X

OB X X X X

O�d X X

O�W X X X X

O�B X X X

O
W̃WW

X X X X X X

O
W̃

X X X X X

O
W̃W

X X X X

O
B̃B

X X X

Table 1-15. The vertices induced by each operator are marked with X in the corresponding column. The
vertices that are not relevant for three- and four-gauge-boson amplitudes have been omitted.

to be equivalent to a linear combination of the previous operators by using equations of motion. Consequently,
the choice of the basis of operators is not unique. Other choices than the one presented here can be found in
the literature. For example, the operators Q�D and Q�WB in Ref. [136] have been replaced in this paper by
OW and OB . Our basis avoids the otherwise necessary redefinition of the masses of the gauge bosons and
the mixing of the neutral vector bosons. The operator O�d does not contain any gauge boson since �†� is a
singlet under all the SM gauge groups. However, it contributes to the Higgs field’s kinetic term after � has
been replaced by its value in the unitary gauge, i.e. with

� =

✓
0,

v + h
p
2

◆T

(1.26)

one finds
O�d 3 v2@µh@

µh, (1.27)

and it requires a renormalization of the Higgs field,

h ! h(1�
c�d

⇤2
v2), (1.28)

in the full Lagrangian. The Higgs couplings to all particles including the electroweak gauge bosons are
consequently multiplied by the same factor. O�W and O�B modify the kinetic term of the gauge bosons
after the Higgs doublet has been replaced by its vacuum expectation value (v). Those two operators require
a renormalization of the gauge fields and the gauge couplings. As a matter of fact, their part proportional
to v2 is entirely absorbed by those redefinitions and can therefore be removed directly in the definition of
the operators, i.e.

O�W =
�
�†�� v2

�
Tr[Wµ⌫Wµ⌫ ]

O�B =
�
�†�� v2

�
Bµ⌫Bµ⌫

(1.29)

It is now clear that those operators a↵ect only the vertices with one or two Higgs bosons and not the TGCs
or the QGCs.

1.3.1.2 Dimension-eight operators for genuine QGCs

As can be seen in Table 1-15, the dimension–six operators giving rise to QGCs also exhibit TGCs. In order
to separate the e↵ects of the QGCs we shall consider e↵ective operators that lead to QGCs without a TGC
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Current status of ATLAS/CMS EFT 
interpretations● Many, many un(cor)related constraints

○ Can be compared (see right)
○ Can (often) NOT be combined (missing information)
○ Valid only for specific scenarios

● For an EFT or generic BSM (re)interpretation, 
most current limits are NOT ideal
○ Though can be converted in a few cases

● Difficult to “interface” with theorists
○ Can suggest new EFT bases / models / new operators

but difficult to gauge impact if not tested by experiments
(and those might not test it because there is no proof 
that this might be interesting)

Current status of Atlas/CMS EFT 
interpretations

• Difficult for EFT/BSM 
(re)interpretation


• can be converted in a 
few cases


• Difficult to “interface” 
with theorists


• Impact on new models 
that are not tested by 
experiments?
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What is missing
● Unfolded distribution/measurement in BSM region

○ Often only SM targeted in 
differential measurements

○ Missing RIVET routines and HEPData
make usage of data difficult

○ Various different phase spaces (one for
each experiment) make apriori projections 
or post-fit cumbersome

● Currently have little overview, which
EFT operators is best constraint where
○ I.e. in which channels, which phase spaces

● Comparisons difficult 
○ Between experiments
○ Between theory suggestion an experiment

    Example Higgs: EFT interpretation in fiducial cross sections 

What is missing?
• Unfolded distribution/measurement in BSM 

region


• Often only SM targeted


• Missing RIVET routines/HEPData make usage 
of data difficult


• different phase spaces for each exp. make 
apriori projections post-fit cumbersome


• Little overview on which EFT operator is best 
constraint where


• processes? phase spaces? observables?


• Difficult comparisons


• Between experiments


• Between theory & experiment
 4

Example : EFT interpretation in 
Higgs fiducial cross-section
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Fiducial cross-section in BSM phase space

• Can be a first point of reference for any further limit setting fits (i.e. 
proof that the limits agree)


• easier to combine (i.e. everyone knows what to expect and how to 
use it)


• Experimental work is rather low (once phase space is fixed)


• Little model dependence for fiducial and differential cross-sections


• Need a region that both Atlas and CMS can either measure or  
extrapolate to with minimal theory dependence + common binning 
for distributions.
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Fiducial cross-section in BSM phase space

• could be quite some work to create them : converge 
between experiments


• motivation could be weak : why not just measure 
differential cross-sections? (production channels are 
already split efficiently)


• Extra care for the definitions of particles/processes


• not sure what can be gained
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Extra issues
• Theorists quote limits based on “control plot” 


•  Without detector corrections, could be up to 50% wrong (reco efficiency!!!) 


• No way to compare to theory results or experimental results on equal footing 


• Hard for theorists to give concrete suggestions that might be adapted by experiments 


• Difference between limits between experiments 


• Hard to debug if people are gone - hard to redo limits (if based on detector-level), result is ~gone


• What operators to study?  

•  Seen cases, where just a couple are tested as example -- but are these those, where 
measurement can provide the best input / is most important? 


• Could give overall picture to guide people, which operators are best checked for which 
measurements → but for this need benchmark regions 


• Can answer whether an approach is better than the “benchmark”  

• E.g. BDT study with STXS has shown, that not necessarily better than BDT trained for EFT 


• Allows experiments to shine, and show where they are better than average 


• What happens if we “see” something?  

• E.g. Is it due strong production mismodelling (i.e. MBI+2jets) ? 
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Could provide a better overall picture
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Could also provide better overall picture...
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Goals

• Define common fiducial cross-sections and observables 
to constraint NP (SMEFT, other?) with multiboson 
processes


• Compare Atlas/CMS cuts and observables: which one 
are the best to constraint NP


• Motivate combination between experiments, channels 
and observables


• Ex : WW, WZ, WA all sensitive to the same 3 CP 
conserving dim-6 operators 
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How?
• Gather information on Atlas/CMS analyses


• Generate samples for the SM, the interference between the 
SM and the NP and the NP2 starting with the loosest cuts


• Compute the number of SM and NP events in the various 
regions defined by the cut


• If an extension of the fiducial seems advantageous for 
constraining NP, check the backgrounds

!10
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How?
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LooseCMS

Atlas

• Background are independent of the NP but depends of the 
experiment


• Try to avoid extrapolation (model dependent (can be tested))


• Compare the sensitivity to NP of the CMS/Atlas observables


• Check and propose new observables

NP
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How?
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LooseCMS

Atlas

• Background are independent of the NP but depends of the 
experiment


• Try to avoid extrapolation (model dependent (can be tested))


• Compare the sensitivity to NP of the CMS/Atlas observables


• Check and propose new observables

NP
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measured so far
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What has been measured so far?
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So far
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Table 1: A simple table

FS Charact. Atlas CMS

WZ

Data l0l+l� at 13TeV with 3.2fb
�1

[1] l0l+l� at 13TeV with 2.3fb
�1

[2]

cuts

|⌘e| < 2.47 � 1.37 < |⌘e| < 1.52,

|⌘µ| < 2.5
pT (e) > 15GeV, pT (µ) >
15GeV,pT (l1) > 25GeV

mW
T > 30GeV,

|mll �MZ | < 10GeV

leptons from the primary vertex +

isolation,

no other lepton with pT > 7GeV

|⌘e| < 2.5, |⌘µ| < 2.4,

pT (l1) > 20 GeV, pT (l2) > 10 GeV,

pT (l0) > 20 GeV,

Emiss
T > 30GeV, m2l>4GeV,

m3l>100GeV

identification and isolation,

no other lepton with pT > 10GeV,

76 < mll < 106 GeV,

no b-tagged jet with pT > 20GeV and

|⌘| < 2.4,

observables � �

WW

Data e±µ⌥
at 13TeV with 3.16fb

�1
[3] e+e�, µ+µ�, µ±e⌥ at 7TeV with

4.92fb
�1

[4]

cuts

|⌘e| < 2.47 � 1.37 < |⌘e| < 1.52,

|⌘µ| < 2.5
pT (l) > 25GeV,

pmiss
T > 20GeV,

Emiss
T,rel>15GeV, meµ>12GeV,

pllT > 45GeV leptons from the primary

vertex + isolation,

no other lepton with pT > 10GeV

no jet with pT > 25(30)GeV and

|⌘| < 2.5(4.5),
no b-tagged jet with pT > 20GeV

|⌘| <?,

pT (l1,2) > 20GeV,

|mee,µµ �MZ | > 15GeV,

mee,µµ>20GeV, meµ>12GeV,

pllT > 45GeV leptons from the primary

vertex + isolation,

no other lepton with pT > 10GeV,

76 < mll < 106 GeV,

no jet with ET > 30GeV and

|⌘| < 5.0,

top quark tagging,

Emiss
T >? + projected Emiss

T >
(37 +Nvtx/2)GeV ,

✓jet llplane < 165� for e + e�, µ+µ�

when Ejet
T > 15 GeV,

observables � phighest pT lepton
T

W�
Data e�, µ� at 7TeV with 4.6fb

�1
[5] e�, µ� at 7TeV with 5.0fb

�1
[6]

cuts

|⌘e| < 2.47 � 1.37 < |⌘e| < 1.52,

|⌘µ| < 2.4
pT (e, µ) > 25GeV, pT (�) > 15GeV,

Emiss
T > 40 GeV, |Ml� �MZ | >

10GeV,mW
T > 40GeV

isolation and identification,

|⌘e,� | < 2.5, |⌘µ| < 2.1,

pT (e, µ) > 35GeV, pT (�) > 15GeV,

�(l, �) > 0.7, MW
T > 70GeV

isolation and identification,

no other electron with pT > 20GeV

and |⌘| < 2.5,

no other muon with pT > 10GeV and

|⌘| < 2.4,

observables � p�T

2
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10GeV,mW
T > 40GeV

isolation and identification,

|⌘e,� | < 2.5, |⌘µ| < 2.1,

pT (e, µ) > 35GeV, pT (�) > 15GeV,

�(l, �) > 0.7, MW
T > 70GeV

isolation and identification,

no other electron with pT > 20GeV

and |⌘| < 2.5,

no other muon with pT > 10GeV and

|⌘| < 2.4,

observables � p�T

2
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fiducial cross-section and BSM
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Abstract
How to improve fiducial cross-section for BSM measuments and combination

Keywords
Multiboson, EFT

1 Current status
MW

T =
q
2plTE

miss
T (1� cos��(l, Emiss

T )) (1)
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And similar for EWK-Z, neutral diboson, VBS
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EWK-Z production: Extraction of the signal 
> EWK process clearly visible 

Coordination of NLO QCD a

Physics Letters B 775 (2017) 206 Submitted to: Eur.Phys.J.C, arXiv:1712.09814 

>
Cuts using
▪ Large mjj▪ pT

Z > 20 GeV
▪ No jets within rapidity gap
▪Well balanced system

 

> BDT using
▪ mjj, pT

jj,  Δηjj
 

▪ pT balance system
▪  quark-gluon likelihood discriminant
▪ Ratio of y* (yZ  – average jet rapidities) 

compared to rapidity gap 
 

       Not so different!
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ZZ production
● Similar selections at ATLAS / CMS
● Different: pT 3rd lepton (10 vs 5 Gev), MZZ 66-116 and 60-120 

(“known” problems in definition) → currently extrapolated in total cross section 
measurements → 1.4-1.5% effect (negligible in BSM phase space) 
Keep current definition of common / common extrapolation

● EFT extraction:
○ ATLAS: pT(Z) [295 - 415 - 555 - 3000]
○ CMS:      M(ZZ) 0.5 - 0.6 - 0.8 - 1.0 - 1.2  ( → probably theoretically better motivated)

● Could use M(ZZ) > 1.0 TeV ? (more bins?) 
● Reject signal events with njets >=2 (VBS kicks in)
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Zy production (8 TeV (ATLAS) / CMS)

● both also using decay into neutrinos

● Suggestion: 
81 < mll < 101 GeV (same as VBF Z)
dR cuts > 0.4 (between photons and leptons, and l,l) + Isolation (needed?)
pT leptons / photon > 30/ 25 GeV 

● If Z → vvy → large ETmiss (100 GeV), larger ET(y) (100 GeV)

● EFT extraction:
○ Using ET(photon)
○ Use ET > 250 GeV as BSM region?


